
 

 

Bad Pitch Role Play 
 
Pitcher: ello  
 
Funder: Pardon?  
 
Pitcher: Oh it means you aright? 
 
Funder:  OK!! Would you like to come through please? 
 
Pitcher: yeh  
 
Funder: Please take a seat 
 
Pitcher: Safe 
 
Funder: Tell me about yourself and where you work 
 
Pitcher: My Name is ….. And I work in a local organisation in Manchester 
called…. I do some stuff with them like music and arts and craft but we have 
no resources or money to get some new things. 
 
Funder: What is the reason for your reason today? 
 
Pitcher: Sound, I came because I heard that you people offer out money to 
anyone who needs it, I need some money to get some stuff for the 
organisation, everything is finished and we need some money. 
 
Funder: OK!! Explain a bit more. 
 
Pitcher:  cool cool, the music studio the kit is in there isn’t up to scratch and 
there is tons of stuff we need like speakers, mics, decks, tables and chairs. 
I have been based at the organisation for a long time and music is live there 
you know boss we just need some funding to get some more gear and we will 
be alright. 
 
The people from the community are alright as well you know, they come in 
and have fun and they enjoy the music, I just want to be real and be honest, 
there is a lot of stuff that the organisation is in need of but because I work in 
music that’s my key focus. 
 
We have some limited stuff and I know the organisation could benefit if we 
need some new music gear. Music is like the beacon of the place and I just to 
hurry to get some money so I can give the music alive. 
What do you think boss? 
 



 

 

Funder: right, I am not sure at this stage because the way I see it you are 
more passionate about music and you and not the community and people in 
it, how they will benefit and the outcome it will have on them. 
 
Pitcher:  I don’t know what to say, I really have to be honest I didn’t 
understand what you said, what do you mean outcomes, I just want to turn up 
and help out  
 
Funder: Meaning what difference it will have on the people  that are doing 
music. 
 
Pitcher: Alright boss this is hard you know, I have never done nothing like this 
in my life, I am just being honest in what I am saying. 
 
Funder:  Ok well I have to be honest, you are not really clear in what you 
want, you have not really given evidence of why you need it and you don’t 
really know how much it will cost or what difference it will make if you get what 
you are asking for. Our Board would never agree to giving funding or 
resources to a group with so little information. I suggest you go back to your 
management committee, gain evidence of what you need and right a short but 
detailed proposal for what you want and why. We MAY then be able to look at 
it 
 
Pitcher: really??? Alright, OK  
 


